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On Perturbed Wave Equations
with Time-Dependent Coefficients (*).

GUSTAVO PERLA MENZALA

1. - Introduction. 
’

In this note we shall study special properties of classical solutions of
perturbed wave equations by « impnrities » which depend upon both posi-
tion and time. More precisely we shall consider the wave equation

(n&#x3E;3) with C°° compactly supported initial data at t = 0. Here 0 denotes
the d’.4lembertian operator, i.e. C7 = - L1 where L1 is the Laplacian
operator. In general, energy conservation for (1.1) is ruled out because of
the time dependence of q. In fact, let us assume that q is (real-valued)
smooth, and let us multiply equation (1.1) by Ut and integrate in space to
obtain after integration by parts

where + |gradu|2 -z- qu2) dx and qt denotes the partial deriva-
tive of q with respect to t. From (1.2) we see that our chances to conclude
that is constant, are very limited. A natural question arises: Under
which assumptions on q, the total energy j67co() will be bounded for all time?
In section 2 we shall answer this question. Now, let R &#x3E; 0 and let us define

(*) This research was concluded while the author was visiting Brown Univer-
sity during 1983-1984. Work supported by CEPG-UFRJ CNPq (Brasil) and par-
tially by the Lefschetz Center for Dynamical Systems at Brown University.

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 28 Febbraio 1984.
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the «local energy » ER(t) associated with (1.1) by

In special cases, a way to answer the above question is to study the in-
tegrability of the local energy. In order to illustrate this statement let us
consider the case in which q has compact support in x, contained in a fixed
ball, say for all t. Furthermore, let us assume that q is bounded
in t. From (1.2) we obtain

Let us integrate (1.4) from t = 0 to t = T &#x3E; 0 to obtain

quut dx dt .

By using Schwarz’s inequality we get

where

Hence, from (1, 2) we conclude that

which implies that Eoo(T) will be bounded for all T&#x3E;0 provided that
EM(t) f1 oo). In section 2 we shall prove that the local energy

EM(t) is integrable on [0, oo) under suitable assumptions on q. In Section 3

we consider a related problem: We prove that, in general, classical solutions
of (1.1) do not enjoy the Huygens’ principle in three-space dimensions. Un-
fortunately we did not succeed in extending this result to higher space
dimensions because we strongly use the positivity of the Riemann function
(for the free wave equation) in three-space dimensions. The results in this
section are an extension of the techniques we used in a joint work with
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Professor T. Schonbek in [9] for time-independent potentials. Finally in
Section 4 we use our results of Section 2 to show that in the presence of

symmetries, we still can prove similar results to the ones given in Section 3,
for higher space dimensions.

Related problems have been considered by a number of authors. The

case where q depends only on space have been considered by O. Lady-
zhenskaya [4], D. Thoe [13], E. Zachmanoglou [14] among others. For the
wave equation on exterior domains the asymptotic behavior of the local
energy have been studied by C. Morawetz [7], P. Lax and R. Phillips [5],
W. Strauss [11], C. Morawetz - W. Strauss - J. V. Ralston [8] and more

recently by R. Melrose [6]. The time-dependent case was considered by
C. Bloom and N. Kazarinoff [1] but their paper does not include equation (1.1).
Recently H. Tamura [12] studied the exponential decay of the local energy
when q has compact support in x (contained in a fixed ball), for all t. His

paper follows the main ideas-for a related problem introduced by J. Cooper
and W. Strauss [2] and W. Strauss [11].

As far as we know, a rigorous proof of the non-validity of the Huygens’
principle for solutions of equation (1.1) is not available in the literature.

In what follows we shall use the standard notation. An integral sign to
which no domain is attached will be understood to be taken over all Rm.
We shall denote by grad u the gradient of u with respect to space variables.
Let F : R" - Rn be a smooth field. We shall denote by div I’’ the divergence
of .F’ with respect to the space variables. By we denote the space
of all C°° functions defined on R", with compact support. We shall always
assume that q is smooth enough in order to have smooth solutions of (1.1).
Since equation (1.1) is reversible in time we shall perform the estimates
only for and the same will be true for All functions consider in

this note will be real-valued. The expression will always mean the
surface measure with respect to the variable y.

I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Walter A. Strauss for

introducing me to this line of research. Although I did not succeed in solving
the original problem he suggested-namely the existence of scattering fre-
quencies for equation (1.1)-I think I’m very close to do it.

2. - The local and total energy.

In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of the local energy
ER(t) for large values of t. We shall always assume that q is smooth and the
initial data at time t = 0 belongs to (n&#x3E;3).
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LEMMA 1. ) tu then

where

and , l . grad u.

PROOF. It is easily verified so we omit the proof.

REMARK. By using the identity

and lemma 1 the conclusion (2.1) can be written as

where

and D = D.

LEMMA 2. Let 21 as in (2.2) and q ~ 0. Then

and
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PROOF. We can write A as

Identity (2.3) can easily be verified. Each summand in (2.3) is non-

negative, thus A ~ 0. Identity (2.3) is a simple generalization of the one

given by C. Morawetz in the Appendix of [5] for the ca se n = 3. If rt/2
it follows from (2.3) that

Direct simplications in (2.4) give us for that

Now, we use the identity

Substitution in (2.5) proves item b).

THEOREM 1. Let u be a solution of equation (1.1 ) with initial data

at t = 0. Assume that q satisfies a) and

c) for all r &#x3E; 0, 
Then, for any T &#x3E; 0 we have
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and

where C is a positiv4J constant which depends only on the initial data at t = 0.

PROOF. Integration in space (all of identity (2.2) gives

By using assumptions b) and c) we conclude that Integra-
tion from t = 0 to t = T gives us

The right hand side of (2.6) is a constant which depends only on the initial
data. By lemma 2 we know that A-&#x3E;02 thus from (2.6) we obtain

Both results in theorem 1 now follow from (2.7) by using part b) in lemma 2.
Next we want to prove that, under suitable assumptions, on q, the total
energy E§§(t) is bounded for all time t &#x3E; 0. We shall use the same multiplier
M(u) used by J. Cooper and W. Strauss in [2] for a related problem. Let

~O - e(lxl) be a C°° function which depends only on the radius r = Ix I and
satisfies the following conditions: 1) ~O"  0, 2 ) 0 ~O  8  1 for some

0~1.

LEMMA 3. Let and. eu then

where
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(and

where

The proof is a direct calculation.

THEOREM 2. (Energy boundedness) .Let q : Rn + 1 ~ R satisfy the assumptions
I and 2) f or some I where c..

Let u be a sol2ction of equation (1.1 ) with initial data at t = 0. Then

the total energy E~(t) = f e(u) dx is bounded for all time 

PROOF. We use lemma 3 with e = E. We can write A in lemma 3 as

Since

and

then it follows that

because q ~ 0. Thus the last term in (2.8) is non-negative. Integration
of (2.8) in space gives us (for n &#x3E; 3 and T &#x3E; 0)
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Each term in (2.9) is non-negative, thus we conclude that

Similarly, y we can write .A in lemma 3 as

By the same reason we explained above, the last term in (2.11) is 0.

Thus, integration in space of (2.11) at time t = 0, yields (for n &#x3E; 3)

Now we use lemma 3 and we obtain after integrating in space

because D ~ 0 due to our assumption 2) on q. By integrating (2.13) from
t = 0 to t = T and using (2.10) together with (2.12) we obtain

for any T &#x3E; 0, which proves the theorem. In the case n = 3 we have in

(2.13) an additional term which is 2nEu2(O, t). Since it is non-negative the
same conclusion holds. Next we want to study the integrability of the
local energy ER(t) on (0, 00).

LEMMA 4. Let A and D be as in lemma 3. Let e be chosen as did before
lemma 3. Assume that satisfies
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where cn = (n -1 ) (n - 3)/2. Let u be a solution of equation (1.1 ) with

0’(RII) initial data at t = 0. let .R &#x3E; 0 and assume ~O’ (R) ~ 0, then

and

where ER(t) is given by (1.3).

PROOF. Clearly because of assumptions 1) and 2) on q. Observe

that A can be written as

By observing the proof of theorem 2 we see that the same idea applies here
to conclude that the last term in (2.14) is non-negative. Thus, if we con-
sider A(T) for T &#x3E; 0 and integrate (2.14) in space we conclude a). Similarly, y
we can write A as

Now we consider and integrate (2.15) in space to conclude the validity
of b) because the last term in (2.15) is 0. In the case n = 3, the same
comments as in theorem 2 apply. Integration of the main identity in

lemma 3 gives us

Now, let T &#x3E; 0 and let us integrate (2.16) from t = 0 to t = T. After using
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part b ) we obtain

By part a) we know that thus

Since -D &#x3E; 0 we conclude that

Since each term in D is non-negative then from (2.17) we obtain

Letting T --~ + oo in (2.18) we obtain the desired result.

3. - Nonvalidity of Huygens’ principle for (1.1). The case n = 3.

In this section we shall assume that q(x, t) satisfies the following as-
sumptions

1 ) q R3 XR --~ ll8, q is smooth in x and t.

2) For each t, q = q(x, t) has compact support in x and its support
is contained in a fixed ball

3) There exists 8&#x3E;0 (8  R) such that q ~ 0 for and

all t (We shall assume that q &#x3E; 0 for all R - s  Ixl  R).

DEFINITION 1. Let /: R3XR ~R be a continuous function. We define [f]
as such that f (x, t) = 0 for all (x, t), t ~ a~.

REMARK. Clearly [f]  + oo if and only if f vanishes in a forward cone.
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DEFINITION 2. Let f : l~3 X R --~ 11~ be a continuous function. Let b, 6 &#x3E; 0

we say that f E Y(b, ð) if

1) [f]  b

and

2) f (x, t) &#x3E; 0 for all (x, t) such that Ixl ~ t - b + ð. (But not identically
zero there).

DEFINITION 3. Let f : R3 x R -+ R be a continuous function and b E R+.
We say that if

1 ) f E Y(b, 2s), where 8 &#x3E; 0 is the number satisfying assumption 3 ) on q.

2) f (x, t) =1= 0, (x, t) in the region

LEMMA 5. I f f E Y+(b) for some b E ll8+ then [f] = b.

PROOF. Clearly [f] b by definition of :F+(b). Since f (x, t) = 0 if ixi c t - [f]
and f (x, t) =1= 0 for (x, t) E S2,. it follows that for (x, t) E we have

Let ixi t - R + b to get b - [ f ] which
implies that [ f ] ~ b which proves the lemma.

LEMMA 6. Let f : lEg3 X lE~ --&#x3E; ll~ be a continuous function, let b E R+, Rand 8
be as in the hypotheses on q. We have

1) If [f]b then 

2 ) 0. If f E ,~ ( b, ~ ) then

where b., == min {6, 2 s} -

3) then L,,(f) + 2R).

In particular = b + 2R. Here Lq( f ) is given by
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PROOF. 1) Let [f]  b and (x, t) be such that

Let y E R3 such that for such y, then by the
definition of [ f ] we have Thus,

because (x, t) satisfy (3.2). Hence thus

This implies that t) = 0 for all such (x, t) and the proof of 1 ) is

complete.

2) Let (x, t) such that . We want to show

that (but not identically zero there). Let y E R3, As-

sume 4 Thus x, y and t have to satisfy:

and

From these inequalities we can deduce that

hence 1 Let x, y and t satisfy (3.3).
Then we clearly obtain the inequalities

Thus In particular,
Since f E Y(b, 3) then f (x + y, t - for such x, y and t. This proves

qf ~0 for such x, y and t’s which concludes the proof of 2).

3) By 2) we know that It remains only to
show that for all i For such (x, t) we have,
in particular that so by the proof of part 2) we
know that In order to finish the proof we only have to show
that there exist such that and

Let i and let us choose 1 &#x3E; 0 such that
and Define yo to be

Clearly and since
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&#x3E; I~ - 8 then it follows tbat By using our assump-
tions on f and our choice of yo and I we can easily check that j J

This proves 3).

LEMMA 7. Let for some b ~ 0 then

m= 0,1,2,....

PROOF. By lemma 5 it is enough to prove that
This can be done by induction. If m = 0 it is true because f E Y+(b). As-

sume j i By part 3) of lemma 6 we know that
, SO i which completes

the proof.

LEMMA 8. -Let i be the solution

of the Cauchy problem C1v = 0 in then

f or some b.

PROOF. Since v is given by then clearly

we can choose b = Rand s = to verify the conclusion of the lemma.

THEOREM 3: Let q = q(x, t) satisfy all of the hypothesis given in the beginning
of this section. Let g E O:(R3) and g &#x3E; 0. Let u be the solution of

then there exists a countable set 0 of the complex plane such that if z 0 c~ then
the solution u of (3.4) does not vanish identically in any forward cone. In par-
ticular the Huygens’ principle does not hold for (3.4) i f z 0 0.

PROOF. Let v = v(x, t) be the solution of Dv = 0 in R3 X R, v(x, 0) = 0,
vt(x, 0) = g(x). By lemma 8 we know that v E Y+(b) for some b E R+. The

candidate to be the set d is

To conclude the proof it only remains to prove that 0 is countable. Suppose
it is not. Then there exists mo such that the set
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is unco,intable. Let (x, t) be any point such that IX C t - mo. If 0m o
then clearly thus by the definition of [u] we have
that u = 0 in any (x, t, z) as above.

In other words, the map

vanishes identically in (for each (x, t) ) such that Since
is an entire function then we conclude that 1p = 0. By observing that, the
solution of (3.4) is given by the series

It follows that t) = 0 for all m = 0, 1, ... and any such (x, t). This

means that [L§’(v)] cmo which is a contradiction because [L§’(v)] = b + 2naR
for all m. This proves the theorem.

4. - The case n &#x3E; 3 (n = odd).

In this section we shall prove the non-validity of Huygens’ principle for
equation (1.1) when n &#x3E; 3 and q depends only on lxl and t.

Let u = be a smooth solution of

with zero initial conditions at t = 0.

We can write (4.1) as (here r = Ixl)

It is well known that the solution of (4.2) is given by

where s) Here k = (n -1 )/2, a3 and c are con-
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stants which depend only on the dimension n. (See [3], page 692 or [10]).
Using the fact that f depends only on ~x~ (and t) then we can deduce from (4.3)
that can be written as

where P, are functions which vary according to the dimension n. Here

k = (n - 1)/2.

EXAMPLE. Let n = 7. In this case (4.3) reads

where

Substitution of I’, and aFlat in (4.4) yields

Given a continuous function f : Rn R (n = odd &#x3E; 3) such that f depends
only on the radius r = Ixl (and t) i.e. f = f(lxl, t), we define the operator .L as

-where the functions Pi (j = 1, 2, ..., k) are as above and k = (n -1 )/2.

LiF,mmA 9. (n &#x3E; 3) be such that
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and

for all j = 1, ... , k and 

f or all j = 1, ... , k and r &#x3E; 0 and 

Let u be the solution o f Ou + 6q(r, t)u = 0 then

L dr is bounded.a)

b)

c)

Here

= Constant’
-j.

and

R(r, t) = Constant

PROOF. Because of our hypothesis on q we can apply Theorem 2 of sec-
tion 2 to conclude a). By definition of Z and Holder’s inequality we get

Using part a) we conclude

 constat -1

= constat
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Using the definition of L and part b) above we obtain

which proves c).

THEOREM 4. Let q : Rfi X l~ --~ ll~ with all the assumptions as in the above
lemma. Let u be the solution of

where 6 &#x3E; 0, g is a radial function, non-negative and belongs to 0’(B’). Given

~, &#x3E; 0, there exists 6,, &#x3E; 0 such that if 0  6  ~o then the solution u o f (4.5)
cannot be identically zero in the set

In particular, under the above assumption on q, the Huygens’ principle does
not hold for equation (4.5).

PROOF. By using the formula of variation of parameters we can write
the solution of (4.5) as

where .L is given by (4.4) and uo is the solution of Q2co = 0 with the same
initial data as u at t = 0. Let us iterate (4.6) to obtain

If the conclusion of theorem 4 was not true then there exists a solution

of (4.5) which vanishes in Qi for some ~, &#x3E; 0. We can assume without loss
of generality that where 1~ is the radius of a bll containing the support
of g. Since the Huygens’ principle holds f or uo we conclude from (4.7) that
for any (r, t) E S2~ we have

Because of our assumptions on q and g the left hand side of (4.8) cannot
be zero identically on 11 Letting 6 - 0 in (4.8) we get a contradiction
which proves the theorem.
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